The Splunk Quick Start for Security Investigation provides a fast and complete approach to get up and running with Splunk Enterprise at a low price.

Security incidents occur without warning and can go undetected long enough to pose a serious threat to your business. Investigations such as finding malware and determining the scope of infection can prove challenging and time consuming. Often, by the time your security team is aware of an issue, your organization may have already been negatively impacted.

To help you see results quickly from your Splunk deployment, the Splunk Quick Start for Security Investigation – Endpoint gives you everything you need to get up and running with Splunk, so you can quickly improve your security investigations, beginning with search and analysis of endpoint data. Benefits of the Splunk Quick Start include:

- **Simplify** endpoint-focused security investigations
- **Quickly find** and scope malware infections
- **Learn best practices** for fighting malware from Splunk experts
- **Get up and running within a week** with deployment support and a delivery manager
- **Quick ramp-up** via Splunk education credits and Splunk user conference (.conf) events passes for sharing of community best practices and subject matter expertise

---

**What’s Included**

- A Splunk Enterprise License
- Personalized and interactive guidance from Splunk experts to quickly deploy
- Education credits to apply toward Splunk certification
- Access to Splunk’s annual user conference for immersion in real-world Splunk security best practices

**Help Installing Two of These Recommended Apps / Add-Ons**

- Splunk Universal Forwarder
- Splunk Add-On for Windows
- Splunk Add-On for Sophos
- Splunk Add-On for Symantec Endpoint Protection
Curated Selection of Splunk Apps and Add-Ons
The Splunk Quick Start for Security Investigation gets you started with recommended Splunk and partner apps and add-ons, to help you ingest and visualize commonly deployed data sources in enterprise environments. These are just a few of the hundreds of security apps and add-ons that can be used with Splunk.

Deploy in Days
The Splunk Quick Start for Security Investigation also includes a Professional Services engagement to help you quickly:

- Install and configure Splunk Enterprise and key apps and add-ons
- Learn best practices in data onboarding
- Get started with posture validation based on infrastructure data

Personalized Support
Your bundle includes a consultation with a delivery manager to answer your questions and help you learn how to gain quick insights and fast value from Splunk.

Education Credits
Even after you’ve deployed your Splunk instance, you can continue to uplevel your skills. The Quick Start contains credits to get you Splunk Admin Certified or Splunk Power User Certified. You can spread the credits out across the team as you see fit. Additionally, you get passes to .conf, Splunk’s annual user conference, where you can immerse yourself in the experiences of other Splunk customers, from basic and essential use cases to advanced techniques being shared from mature Splunk deployments.

For More Information:
www.splunk.com/bundles